Targets for human encoded microRNAs in HBV genes.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are increasingly being shown to play vital roles in development, apoptosis, and oncogenesis by interfering with gene expression at the post-transcriptional level. miRNAs, in principle, can contribute to the repertoire of host-pathogen interactions during infection by the Hepatitis B virus (HBV). Using a consensus-scoring approach, high-scoring miRNA-target pairs were selected, which were identified by four well-established target-prediction softwares. The miRNAs miR-7, miR196b, miR433, and miR511 target the polymerase or S gene of HBV, miR205 targets the X gene, and miR345 targets the preC gene. The minimum free-energy values for the bound complexes were the lowest, and the rules so far observed for miRNA-target pairing, namely, (1) pairing at a continuous stretch of 6-7 bases toward the 5'-end of the miRNA and (2) incomplete complementarity with the target sequence, were found to be valid. The target regions were highly conserved across the various clades of HBV. miRNA expression profiles from previously reported Solexa-sequencing based experiments showed that the four human miRNAs are expressed in the liver. This is the first report of human miRNAs that can target crucial HBV genes.